Request For Information (RFI)

Downtown Traverse City
Mixed Use Infill Development

115 and 123 East State Street

For Release: March 11, 2021

Downtown Traverse City
Downtown Traverse City serves as the centerpiece of the region’s economy and our sense-of-place,
working to attract people of all ages to live and work. The preeminent downtown of Northern Michigan,
Downtown Traverse City is active, thriving and inclusive, featuring world-class dining and shopping, a
growing economy, entrepreneurial opportunity and year-round recreational amenities. We understand
that in order to grow and sustain our economic growth, we must continue to attract new people,
resources and investment. To that end, we want this development to maximize the number of rental
housing units. Furthermore, we want this development to “activate” this dormant space and provide a
spark for additional infill development along State Street and other parts of downtown.
Traverse City Trade Area Demographics
Population
Trade Area Population: 52, 916
Median Age: 43

Household Income
Average Household Income: $63783

Project History / Overview
In January of 2021, after several years of negotiation, the Traverse City Downtown Development
Authority (DDA) entered into a purchase and sale agreement with TCF National Bank for their property
at 203 South Union Street to pursue the development of a new civic square.
As identified in the terms of the purchase agreement, the purchase and sale of the parcel is contingent
upon TCF’s ability to locate its existing branch office (at 203 South Union) across the street to 115 and
123 East State Street. These two parcels combine to serve as a municipal parking lot (“Lot G”).
Under the terms of the purchase agreement, the DDA has 240 days to secure building plans to build the
new bank branch. In addition to this agreement, the DDA agreed to work with the City of Traverse City
to include the new bank branch as part of a larger mixed-use infill development in Lot G. The first floor
of the infill development project would house the new TCF bank branch and the upper floors would
include workforce rental apartments. Providing workforce housing in the Downtown is a stated goal of
both the City Commission and DDA. As part of the purchase agreement with TCF, the DDA will provide
$750,000 toward the completion of the bank branch portion of the development. In addition, TCF may
buy or lease back the bank branch space (roughly 15,000 sq, ft.) from the developer.
In August of 2020, the City Commission declared Lot G as “surplus”, helping to initiate the process to
develop the two parcels. In addition, the City Commission established a committee to oversee a
comprehensive Request for Information (RFI) process and explore opportunities for a Public-Private
Partnership. The committee includes two City Commissioners, two DDA Board Members, the City
Manager, City Treasurer, City Planner and DDA CEO.
The Downtown Development Authority (DDA), in partnership with the City of Traverse City, is seeking
information from an experienced developer or development team interested in entering into a PublicPrivate Partnership to develop a mixed-use building in the heart of Downtown Traverse City. The .42
acre development site (“Lot G”) is located at 115 and 123 State Street. The new development will be
located directly across the street from the new civic square, directly behind the 100 block of Front Street
and just three blocks from Grand Traverse Bay. The City and DDA’s vision for this development includes
the new TCF Bank Branch (and other commercial activated space) on the ground floor and rental
apartments (including workforce units) on the upper floors.
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This site provides a rare and unique opportunity to add new housing and commercial activity in
downtown Traverse City. The building height should not exceed 60-feet. The City of Traverse City
currently owns the 115 and 123 parcels.
If the developer or development team designs a financially sound project with a different mix of uses
(but must include the bank branch) that is deemed beneficial to Downtown, it would be considered as
the DDA in no way desires to limit professional and creative input.
Potential Project Option
Given the recent merger between TCF and Huntington Bank, there may be an option in which the TCF
Bank Branch is not a required component of the infill development. Under this scenario, it is still the
goal of the City and DDA to establish a mixed-use development at this location. However, without the
bank branch, there would be more options (and opportunities) for ground-floor commercial uses.
Information on the likelihood of this alternative will be identified in June, 2021. If the bank branch is not
required, the DDA will contribute $250,000 toward the completion of the project and work with the
developer to secure ground-floor anchor tenant(s).
Property Description
The two parcels that make up “Lot G”, include 115 and 123 East State Street.
115 East State Street
Parcel Number: 28-51-794-062-00
Total Acres: 0.17
Description: E 44 ft of Lot 18 Block 5 Original Plat
Zoning: C-4C

123 East State Street
Parcel Number: 28-51-794-061-00
Total Acres: .25
Description: Lot 17 Block 5 Original Plat
Zoning: C-4C

Property Maps and Images
Downtown Traverse City
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115 and 123 East State Street

115 E.
State Street

123 E.
State Street
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Objectives of the RFI
The Traverse City Downtown Development Authority (DDA) is seeking interest from qualified developers
or development team to enter into a Public-Private Partnership to develop a mixed-use development in
Downtown Traverse City. Understanding that this development will be a partnership, this RFI is intended
to secure information on what type of development is feasible to meet the objectives of the developer
and the City/DDA and what a public-private partnership would entail, if any.
The development should incorporate the following goals and objectives:
• Maximize the number of workforce rental units
• Provide a mixture of workforce rental (and/or) owner-occupies housing on the upper floors of the
development. The workforce housing benchmark we are striving for is defined as housing
affordable to households earning 80% of area median income (AMI). However, the developer or
development team should be prepared to consider and propose different workforce
rental/owner-occupied scenarios as well as different AMI benchmarks.
• Workforce rental housing units within the development should be preserved for a minimum of 30
years
• Adhere to the Fair Housing Act
• Include commercial activity on the first floor
• Have a minimum height of 30 feet and a maximum height of 60 feet
• Use sustainable building materials and include green building practices (on the entire site) that
produce fewer emissions and create a smaller carbon footprint
• Use durable building materials that age gracefully and extend the life expectancy of the building
• Minimize the number of parking spaces within the development and provide flexibility for public
parking options on non-business hours
• Eliminate visual exposure to parking on the first floor
• Include and maintain a snow-melt system for the public sidewalk along State Street (the DDA will
contribute to the cost of installing the snow-melt system).
• Be compatible with the look, feel and character of historic buildings within Downtown. Note: the
parcel is within the city’s Historic District and subject to review by the Historic Commission.
In addition to the goals and objectives listed above, the developer or development team should be
prepared to construct a new TCF bank branch to specifications established by TCF Bank. A preliminary
set of specifications has been provided by TCF (see Appendix A). Please note, several of the
specifications listed in the Appendix (e.g., roof decking) are typical of a stand-alone bank branch and
would not be applicable in a multi-story mixed-use infill development. The City, DDA and development
team would work with TCF to determine the building/construction specifications for this unique
location. At a minimum, the development team should plan for the bank branch to include drivethrough windows/ATM on the site.
The Successful Developer Will Be Expected To:
• Have the ability to secure the financing for the development of the property
• Secure all approvals, permits, and pay fees necessary for the development
• Provide liability, builders, risk and workman’s compensation insurance in amounts acceptable by
the DDA and City of Traverse City
• Adhere to an agreed upon time schedule for construction
• Adhere to MIOSHA safety requirements and provide a copy of the firms COVID-19 compliance
• Adhere to the building specifications established with the city, DDA and TCF Bank
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•
•
•
•

Secure and maintain proof of appropriate licenses as required by local and state laws
Develop and execute a sales and marketing plan for the project
Provide on-site management or equivalent for the entire existence of the apartment units
Provide a project development pro-forma and financial qualifications for the development team

The developer or development team should be prepared to discuss, consider and propose multiple
financing options with the DDA and City to secure and manage the development under both a scenario
where the bank branch is required and not required.
The developer should also be prepared to assist the City and DDA in efforts to solicit public feedback on
the proposed development after the conceptual design has been established. All public outreach
activities will be organized and facilitated by the DDA, not the developer.
Response Requested Materials, Process and Schedule
The DDA seeks to obtain information to assess the interest of developers or development team in
creating a Public Private Partnership to develop Lot G.
Requested Materials
A. Transmittal Letter
A transmittal letter that indicates the development teams primary representative and contact
information for the team or other partners.
B. Project Understanding and Approach to the Project
a. A statement of interest demonstrating a commitment to a Public Private Partnership with
the DDA and City of Traverse City to build a mixed-use development that includes:
Option One. A new TCF Bank Branch (built to the specifications of TCF), ground floor
commercial (as it permits), and workforce rental housing on the upper floors.
Option Two. Ground floor commercial and workforce rental housing on the upper floors.
b. A statement describing the overall concept for the development that integrates design,
parking, operation and any other public benefits.
c. Drawings or other visuals that depict and demonstrate the proposed redevelopment
concept.
C. Project Leadership and Team
a. Identification of lead entity, partners and team firms or organizations (including an
organizational chart), as well as a description and location of the firm.
b. Resumes of the team’s principle individuals and description of their roles and
responsibilities in the proposed infill development project.
D. Statement of Experience and Technical Qualifications
a. Provide examples of similar size/type of projects in similar settings in the last 3-5 years,
including project description, project cost, financing strategy, size, location, year, and lead
individual role.
b. Experience with and approach to working on Public Private Partnerships and references
that can speak directly about the development team’s experience.
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E. Financial Approach
A comprehensive discussion of an approach to financing the development project and any
alternative funding structures for consideration, provided that the respondent can demonstrate
how the alternative financial structure would impact the ability of the parentship to achieve the
objectives for the development.
RFI Evaluation
In evaluating responses to the RFI, the DDA and City will consider how the developer and proposed
project advances the project goals described in this RFI. The City and DDA may request additional
information and will conduct interviews with responders as part of the evaluation process. The
evaluation and subsequent interviews will lead to one of the following outcomes:
1. The issuance of an RFP to all or some potential development teams.
2. A withdrawal of the RFI, without issuing an RFP.
Note: The RFI process is being undertaken to gauge the interest of developers and other interested
parties in the development of Lot G. No award will be made at the conclusion of this RFI process, only
the opportunity to bid on the RFP.
Response Process
The respondent must submit eight (8) sealed copies and one (1) digital copy on a memory stick to the
DDA CEO’s office. Submissions must be received no later than April 15, 2021. If you have any questions,
please contact Jean Derenzy, Traverse City Chief Executive Officer at 231-922-2050 before the RFI is
submitted.
PLEASE SUBMIT RFI RESPONSE TO:

Jean Derenzy, Chief Executive Officer
Traverse City Downtown Development Authority
303 E. State Street
Traverse City, MI 49686
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Appendix A.

Scope Category

Detail

Developer Work

• Developer will provide TCF with a weekly construction status report
including weekly digital progress photos.

Utility Service

• Furnish TCF specified electrical, gas, water, and sanitary service to
New Branch Bank as per the bank Plans.
• Distribute all under slab utilities (electrical, water, gas, and sanitary
sewer waste, drains and venting) to the final points of connection in
accordance with TCF’s construction documents. Work to include all saw
cutting, trenching, backfill, and concrete to restore floor assembly to
match adjacent surfaces.

Water Distribution

• Furnish and install one domestic water [DW] service sized per local
code. Minimum 1 ½” diameter domestic water service with meter and
backflow preventor to be located as provided in the Bank Plans. Pipe is
to be terminated at a valve. Incoming water service is to be tested and
measured at a minimum of 85 p.s.i. after the meter and backflow
preventor. A booster pump per TCF’s specifications is to also be
installed. Developer is responsible to make every effort to ensure
significant drops in water pressure do not take place throughout TCF’s
operating hours where a common water service is shared by adjacent
tenants or users.
• All under slab water distribution lines are required to be distributed
per TCF’s construction documents and per local code.
• The fire protection system and domestic water system may not be
supplied from the same service.

Sanitary Sewer

• Minimum 4” diameter pipe and inspection manhole located in
accordance with TCF’s’ Bank Plans, with a minimum invert height that
will allow for the complete installation of grease trap and sanitary sewer
lines from the New Branch Bank.
• Distribute all under slab sanitary sewer waste branch lines and
venting per TCF’s construction documents and per local code.
• Septic tanks or similar drainage systems are not acceptable in
locations where a public sewer system is available.
• If the New Branch Bank does not have access to a public sewer
system, Developer to install a septic system, including a septic tank and
drain field, including connection of the system to New Branch Bank.
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Gas Distribution

• Pipe and meter sized to deliver a volume equivalent to one million
BTUH heating capacity, brought to the inside face of an exterior wall of
the New Branch Bank at a location near the production area, in
accordance with TCF’s Bank Plans.
• This scope of work must include, local utility approved, piping
manifold sized and ready to receive utility gas meter.

Site
Electrical Distribution

• Furnish and install main electrical feeders from utility service point
to main panel in New Branch Bank and stub up concealed in wall below
panel.
• Route feeders concealed below grade on site and concealed from
public view within space when possible. Electrical switch gear service
disconnect and distribution will be dedicated for TCF’s use only.
• Provide a separately metered utility, including the current
transformer [CT] block and enclosure, meter base, distribution panel,
meter, conduit wiring from the utility service point to the location of
TCF’s main electrical panel. Location of the main panel will be specified
by the TCF.
• Furnish and install all conduit, wire, and connections (per the
electrical utility requirements and the National Electrical Code)
necessary for a complete electrical service installation.
• Provide for 120/208V/400 amp 3 phase, 4 wire (copper) electric
service. Service is to be grounded as per TCF’s approved plans, or as
required by local codes and ordinances.
• Distribute all under slab size electrical distribution lines per TCF’s
construction documents and per local code.
• Furnish and install electrical conduits from the location of TCF’s
electrical panel to all pole/monument signs in accordance with TCF’s
construction documents.

Sub-floor

• Sub-floor to be leveled with 6” of compacted porous fill to within 4”
of finish floor elevation, free and clear of rocks or other material that
would impede hand digging for the installation of under slab utility
service lines.
• Coordination of the pour of the slab with the under slab utilities
must be agreed to unless a trench is left per TCF’s plan to install
underground utilities.
• Provide perimeter foundation wall and under slab insulation as
required by local codes or equipment requirements (internal walk-in
boxes) in coordination with TCF’s approved plans.

Flooring
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• Provide level reinforced concrete slab at grade street level, in stable,
dry condition. Concrete floor must be smooth, level and properly cured

and ready to accept TCF’s floor finishes. Wood flooring must be
structurally sound.
• Sub-floor to be leveled with 6” of compacted porous fill to within 4”
of finish floor elevation, free and clear of rocks or other material that
would impede hand digging for the installation of under slab utility
service lines.
• All flooring must meet applicable dead and live load codes, including
but not limited to all applicable building, structural and ADA
jurisdictional requirements. The floor structure must have less than
1/64” per foot deflection in order to accept TCF’s floor finishes.
Gypsum Board

• Provide demised and perimeter walls finished to level 4 finish from
the floor to underside of roof deck with 5/8” Type “X” GWB. Furnish
insulated demising wall, perimeter wall and roof systems that meet all
applicable codes.
• Gypsum wall board [GWB] wall assemblies will be framed with 6”
minimum nominal, 20 gauge studs – 16” o.c., insulated (R-19) and GWB.
TCF’s wall side will be provided with 5/8” Type “X” GWB; fire taped and
bedded, plumb and square, ready for TCF wall finishes from floor to
underside of roof deck, Seal top and bottom joists, and all penetrations,
airtight with properly rated fire stopping material as per applicable
codes. If required by local jurisdictions, and if necessary, to secure TCF’s
certificate of occupancy, the Developer will complete the assembly by
finishing the opposite of the wall according to the applicable code.
Gypsum board wall system to meet the 1 hr or 2 hr fire rating, per
applicable codes.
• All CMU walls must be furred-out and finished in accordance with
the preceding paragraph.
• As specified per TCF’s plans, D-Rock in kitchen area should be 3 ft off
the floor.

Roof

• Roof decking, R-31 roof insulation, and built-up bituminous roofing
system with a 15 year warrantee to be installed in accordance with local
building ordinances and codes. Minimum height to bottom of structure:
13’-0” a.f.f. for non-webbed structure, or 11’-0” for webbed structure.
• Roof Curbs – All necessary roof curbs for HVAC units, access hatch,
vent-fans, plumbing and ventilation stacks in accordance with TCF’s
approved plans. All openings to be flashed and sealed by Developer
upon receipt of written notice from TCF’s agent that all penetrations
have been made.
• Provide flashed rood penetrations for all TCF vents including TCF
supplied water heater (B vent) and remote roof top condensing units
per TCF’s construction documents.
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• Provide sleepers, curbs, and pads to support TCF supplied roof top
equipment per TCF’s construction documents.
Metal Doors &
Frames

• Furnish and install a commercial grade Rear receiving door to be
3’6” x 6’8” x 1 ¾” hollow metal door with viewfinder in compliance with
all building and fire agencies have jurisdiction.
• Furnish and install all exterior door hardware including door closure,
lock set, roton hinge, threshold, weather stripping, door sweep and drip
edge as specified by TCF’s construction documents.

Storefront Doors

• Entrance door to be equal or superior to Kawneer Narrow Style
#190 with F-2 push and pull plates. All doors are to be supplied with
hardware packages that meet or exceed all accessibility
criteria/requirements including, but not limited to, the Americans with
Disabilities Act.
• To be equal or superior to Kawneer Tri-Fab Style #451. Glazing must
be 1” insulated clear glass or be in accordance with applicable ASHRAE
requirements. Storefront system to be factory finished per TCF’s
specifications.
• Vestibule – To be supplied and installed by developer as per TCF’s
approved plan and specifications and to be in accordance with all
applicable accessibility codes, ordinances, and legislation including, but
not limited to, the Americans with Disabilities Act.
• Storefront glazing to be clear (non-tinted), thermal insulated safety
rated, and impact resistant to meet all applicable codes.
• Provide either (a) all entrances at street or walkway level, or
(b) entrances in compliance with all applicable codes that meet federal
state, provincial, and local building, life safety, and handicap accessibility
codes.
•

Fire Alarm

Provide door hardware per TCF’s construction documents.

• If required by applicable codes for TCF’s use: Permit, furnish and
install building monitoring and fire protection alarm system based on
TCF’s construction documents. The system will include audible alarms,
visual strobes, duct smoke and heat detectors and pull stations per all
applicable codes. Any and all modification to base building design as
required to coordinate with TCF’s construction documents will be at the
expense of the Developer and will be accomplished in accordance with
TCF’s opening schedule.
• Provide all tie-ins to building smoke detectors, flow switch valve,
and duct smoke/heat detectors. The system must be programmed and
functional.
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• Central station monitoring, if required, will be provided by
Developer.
• Provide all coordination, testing and inspections for a fully
functional fire alarm system able to obtain TCF’s permanent Certificate
of Occupancy and to meet TCF’s opening schedule.
Fire Protection

• If required by applicable codes for TCF’s use, Developer to hire:
Engineer, furnish and install a 4” fire main within TCF space accessible to
New Branch Bank via a main line connection, including sprinkler
coverage (drops and heads) distributed throughout New Branch Bank
per TCF’s construction documents and local fire code requirement.
• The final sprinkler system must include flow and tamper devices, fire
alarm system disconnects and back flow prevention as required by
agencies having jurisdiction.
• System must be pressure tested, fully operational, inspected and
approved by local agencies having jurisdiction.

Plumbing Fixtures &
Equipment

• Furnish and install all plumbing vents per TCF’s construction
documents, from the roof through flashing to a location above the
proposed TCF ceiling in the New Branch Bank.
• Keyed, frost-free recessed exterior hose bib per TCF’s construction
documents. The hose bib must be connected to ½” copper pipe and run
to 1’0” below roof deck. It must be exposed and visible for TCF’s
connection.
• Furnish and install a grease interceptor/grease trap sized and
located per TCF’s construction documents and/or in accordance with
jurisdictional water/waste management board.
• Furnish and install an instantaneous hot water heating unit per TCF
provided specifications and approved plans. Provide all utility
connections and venting as required for same.

Electrical Panels

• Furnish and install electrical panels per requirements stated in
“Electrical Distribution”. Main panels will include feed-thru lugs to serve
downstream panel. All panels will be mounted flush with wall, in a
location identified by the TCF.
• Each electrical panel will be furnished with 42 poles and breakers
per TCF’s construction documents and panel schedule.
• Panels will have Amps Interrupting Current (AIC) rating sufficient to
withstand available fault current at the electrical service entry.

Irrigation Systems
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• Furnish and install an irrigation system, which includes a back-flow
prevention device and is separately metered.

• Furnish and install all site plan improvements per TCF’s construction
documents and TCF’s site improvement guidelines, and all jurisdictional
requirements and applicable codes. This scope of work includes all
necessary variances, conditional use permits and/or special exceptions
required to obtain drive-thru jurisdictional approvals.
Site Improvement

• Furnish and install all site plan improvements per TCF-approved
construction documents and TCF’s site guidelines and standards, and all
jurisdictional requirements and applicable codes.
• This scope of work includes all necessary variances, conditional use
permits and/or special exceptions required to obtain drive-thru
jurisdictional approvals.

Landscaping

• Developer to provide all landscaping to meet local code and agreed
upon by TCF’s representatives.

DT – Site Electric
Distribution

• Furnish and install all underground electrical conduits; labeled with
pull strings, from the electrical panels to the following exterior drivethru equipment as noted on the TCF’s construction documents:
1) One (1) 1” conduit from the menu board to electrical panels.
2) Two (2) 1” conduits from menu board to location above ceiling at
office.
3) One (1) 1” conduit from speaker tower to electrical panel.
4) Three (3) 1” conduit for speaker tower to location above ceiling
at office.
5) One (1) 1” conduit from all directional signs to electrical panels
(Note: Up to 3 directional signs can be served by a single circuit.
Additional signs will be provided with a new dedicated circuit and
conduit.)
6) One (1) 1” conduit for each two detector loop set to location
above ceiling at rear of space.
7) One (1) 1” conduit to pre-order menu board to electrical panels.
8) One (1) 1” conduit to speaker location for power.
9) One (1) 1” conduit from TCF’s dedicated monument/pylon sign
to electrical panel.
10) One (1) 1” conduit from height restriction bar if illuminated
signage is indicated on plans.
11) Three (3) spare 1” conduits to be run through foundation wall to
front of building. Three (3) spare 1” conduits to be run through
foundation wall out rear of building, all conduits to be determined
above ceiling. Verify locations for stub up with TCF’s representative.

DT – Traffic Signage

• Provide parking lot striping and directional arrows per TCF-approved
construction documents and per local code.
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DT – Site Concrete

• Furnish and install concrete footings and anchor bolts per TCF’s
construction documents for the following items:
1) Order menu board
2) Speaker post/OCS
3) Directional signage (minimum 3 per store)
4) Height restriction bar
5) TCF’s dedicated Monument sigh/pylon sign
6) Preview menu board
• Install 18” x 54” concrete pads at D/T menu & Drive-Thru window
with embedded magnetic drive-thru loops (loops supplied by TCF) into
car path at location indicated on TCF’s plan. Install embedded conduit
for electrical to menu board at location indicated on TCF’s plans.
• Furnish and install 6” diameter steel pipe bollards, filled with
concrete, located per TCF’s construction documents.
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